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Students: Is it legal 
to download a free 












Instructors: What is 
the best textbook 






difficult to find what I need (50%)
lack of resources for my subject (47%)
concern about updates (29%)
not high-quality (28%)





How to help 
students and faculty 





• 66 different 
publishers/distributors
• 450 (80%) of the adopted 
textbooks supplied by 12 












J Wiley & Sons…
McGraw-Hill Ryerson





Number of Titles Supplied
Top 12 Publishers/Distributors Suppling 80% of Fall 2017 Textbooks
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Download Availability of Adopted Textbooks (n = 562)
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Download Availability of Adopted Textbooks By Source (n = 562)
Copyright specialists: 
How can we help 
students and faculty?
Some small steps
• newsletter column about Fall 2017 
textbooks
• asked about adding language to 
academic calendar re abiding by all 
applicable laws
• copyright website FAQ on textbook 
downloading
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What else might be useful?
• more student-focused 
copyright guidance/resources?
• necessary or helpful to spell 
out the need to abide by 
applicable laws? where?
• online tutorials?
• include a standard copyright 
note in all course 
syllabi/outlines? models?
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